BRASIL in depth

SEP 16 ‐ 2 OCT

After many succesful trips to the main cities, we are now including some extra places, for a
more in depth look at Brasilian airports, hopefully with some airbases included.
FRI 16 Depart from LHR by BAW B773 overnight to SAO PAULO.
SAT 17 We arrive in the morning and spend the whole morning here at GRU, with hopefully a ramp tour.
In the afternoon we transfer by coach to CONGONHAS. Our hotel is across the road from the terminal and
has great views of the airport, overlooking the runway threshold.
SUN 18 We have the whole day free to watch movements from our rooms.
.MON 19 After breakfast we travel to MARTE airport, then return to Congonhas for a tour of the Biz area.
TUE 20 We drive to SAO JOSE DOS CAMPOS home of Embraer. We hope to get a tour here, if not we will
drive the perimeter and visit the airport GA area. In the afternoon we drive to Campinas and the 2 airports.
First we visit AMARAIS, then VIRACOPES (home to AZUL and various cargo airlines) Our hotel is here.
WED 21 We drive back south VIA JUNDAI and SOROCABO airports, then finally back to Guarulhos. We
check-in to our hotel, situated at the end of the runways.
THU 22 We transfer to the terminal for our early flight to CURATIBA. On arrival we meet our guide for a tour
of the airport. After the tour, we continue our flight down to PORTO ALEGRE. We transfer straight to our hotel.
FRI 23 We have a full day in Porto Alegre, with a tour of the airport and visit to the Varig Dc3.
SAT 24 Today we have a morning flight to BRASILLIA. When we arrive, we meet airport staff, for a full
afternoon tour of the airport, with time at the runway threshold. Our overnight hotel overlooks the airport.
SUN 25 A�er breakfast we drive to nearby ANAPOLIS, with it’s airport and Airbase. Then onward to GOIANA.
We have a late afternoon tour of the GA area and a nearby hotel.
MON 26 A morning flight up to MANAUS arriving at lunchtime. We meet our guide for an afternoon tour of
the airport. Our overnight hotel is overlooking the approach.
TUE 27 Transfer back to the airport for our next flight, via FORTALEZA, to RECIFE. Hotel opposite terminal.
WED 28 Lunchtime flight to SALVADOR. An airport tour in the afternoon, with hotel near the runway.
THU 29 After the morning at the airport, we fly onward to BELO HORIZONTE - CONFINS. We spend some
time on the viewing deck, before walking across the road to our hotel.
FRI 30 After a quick look at the morning flights, we drive to the downtown airport PAMPULHA, where we
hope for another fantastic full ramp tour. Returning to Confins in the evening, for our flight to RIO- SANTOS
DUMONT. Our hotel is joined to the terminal, with a rooftop terrace and views of the airport and Sugarloaf.
SAT 31 We leave after breakfast for the morning at GALEAO INTL. In the afternoon we visit the museum at
AFONSAS, followed by a visit to JACAREPAGUA, then returning to our Santos Dumont hotel There is the
the option to spend the whole day at Galeao, if you prefer.
SUN 1 Today we have a free morning at SDU, with afternoon transfer to GIG for our evening flight back to
the UK, arriving next morning.

We will try to add extra airports and bases, should permissions be possible.

Estimated

Cost: £2599

Deposit: £599

Single Room: £465

Includes: All flights & taxes, Ground transportation, Local Guides, 15 nights hotel (Bed and Breakfast)

Limited to 30 passengers

Argentina Extension

OCT 2-5

SUN 2 We fly from SDU with AZUL down to BUENOS AIRES - EZE. We clear immigration and meet
our local aviation enthusiast guides. We have a quick look at the storage areas and maintenance, then
drive to our AEROPARQUE hotel, which is at the end of the runway and walking distance to the airport.
MON 3 After a free morning at AEP, we visit both EL PALOMAR and MORON (including the museum)
We also have various stops around the city, including a Learjet, Bac 1-11, B732 & L188.
TUE 4 We depart from our hotel and have a morning visit to SAN FERNANDO airfield. Then we drive
to Ezeiza for some extra time, before our evening BA flight, back to the UK, arriving next morning

Cost: £359

Single room: £70

Includes: 1x extra flight, Ground transportation, Local Guides, 2 nights hotel (Bed and Breakfast)

